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freenomsoft co. spb.11.03.FULL (MAC Address Disk driver) free download. PPSSPP 0.9.58a PSP GamePortal v.2.0 withÂ .Q: Node.js: Could not resolve host name on Azure VM I have Node.js app, hosted on Azure VM, with Amazon EC2 AMI. I can't SSH to instance. I've tried these to no effect: $ aws ec2 describe-instances
--query 'Reservations[].Instances[].{#instancename}.KeyName' -d '2016-07-02' | grep SSH name: 'WebAnalystDev' name: 'WebApiDev' name: 'WebAnalystCoder' name: 'WebApiCode' name: 'WebApiMain' name: 'WebApiTest' name: 'WebApiUAT' name: 'WebAnalystCode' name: 'WebAnalystCode' name: 'WebAnalystDev'

name: 'WebAnalystDev' name: 'WebAnalystCode' name: 'WebAnalystDev' name: 'WebAnalystDev' See how many names I've got, the odd one which are supposed to be SSH name is the only one I got. $ ssh ec2-user@WebAnalystDev Could not resolve host: 'WebAnalystDev' $ ping WebAnalystDev ping: unknown host
WebAnalystDev $ ip route default via 172.16.0.0 dev eth0 172.16.0.0/12 dev eth0 proto kernel scope link src 172.16.70.65 172.16.70.1 dev eth0 proto kernel scope link src 172.16.70.65 IPs I've assigned to my VM are 172.16.70.65 and 2.16.70.65. I think that the issue is with route configuration or wrong IP address assigned

to VM. A: After discussion in chat, it was found out that we're both using Google Cloud Platform, so we just had to look in the same tab to solve the problem.
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